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Point your smartphone or webcam at the graphic 
and start a new experience of life with your AYGO.



AYGO 
 
PERSONAL CHOICE TAKES ON AN EXCITING NEW DIMENSION 
WITH GENUINE TOYOTA ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR AYGO.

Toyota accessories are as individual and inspiring as the AYGO itself. There are 
choices for extra style and practicality as well as innovative new technologies 
such as x-nav and Toyota Hotspot. The range is all about freedom. With 
Toyota accessories for your AYGO you can be yourself and live life with your 
car the way you always wanted.
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AYGOThe Toyota accessory range offers extras to make 
even more of the OUTstand pack for your AYGO 
x-play. Coloured wheel centre caps or cap rings 
and a bold coloured roof decoration can be added 
to complement the OUTstand pack’s front-x, front-
x-tension and diffuser.
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Extras for your OUTstand PACK
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Small centre cap 

Centre cap ring

Wheel centre caps or cap rings 
Depending on which style of 
wheels you have, you can add 
colour-matched accessory 
centre caps or cap rings:
1. Electro Grey
2.  White Flash
3.  Dark Blue Twinkle
4.  Silver Sparkle
5.  Red Pop
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Roof decoration 
A roof decoration for your 
AYGO x-play is available in a 
choice of colours:
1. Electro Grey roof
2.  White Flash roof  
3.  Red Pop roof
4.  Silver Sparkle roof
5.  Dark Blue Twinkle roof
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AYGO
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Extras for your OUTglow PACK

The OUTglow pack for your AYGO x-play makes a 
bold statement with its side door garnish and 
front and rear bumper liners. 

If you choose the red OUTglow pack, you can 
extend the colour theme even further with a 
colour-matched Red Pop roof decoration, wheel 
centre caps, air vent surrounds and gear shift 
surround plus a contrasting Bold Black centre 
console and dashboard.

Roof decoration 
Red Pop coloured accessory 
roof decoration.

Air vent surrounds 
Colour co-ordinated Red Pop 
air vent surrounds.

Dashboard 
A distinctive Bold Black 
coloured dashboard.

Centre console  
In Bold Black to highlight the 
audio and environment 
controls.

Gear shift surround 
A Red Pop coloured surround 
for your gear shift.

Small centre cap 
Colour-matched Red Pop. For 
the 15” 10-spoke and 15” 
5-double-spoke alloy wheels.

Large centre cap 
Red Pop coloured caps for the 
15” 5-spoke alloy wheels.
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AYGO AYGO
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The INspire pack gives the interior of your AYGO 
x-play a big personality with its coloured gear shift 
and air vent surrounds. Add a White Flash, Bold 
Black or Silver Sparkle centre console and 
dashboard as extras and the effect becomes even 
more dramatic.

INspire PACKExtras for your
As an accessory extra, you can add air vent 
surrounds in a White Flash, Bold Black or Silver 
Sparkle colour to the dashboard, centre console 
and gear shift surround already fitted with the 
AYGO x-play INtense pack. Everything together 
makes a very bold design statement at the heart of 
your car.

INtense PACKExtras for your

Air vent surrounds 
Available in White Flash, Bold 
Black or Silver Sparkle.Dashboard 

A distinctive design feature in 
White Flash, Bold Black or 
Silver Sparkle.Centre console 

In White Flash, Bold Black or 
Silver Sparkle to highlight the 
audio and environment 
controls.
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Side door chrome garnish
Aesthetically designed to 
integrate with your car’s side 
contours.
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Lower trunk chrome garnish
Emphasises the crisp clean 
line of your AYGO’s glass 
hatchback.

Front-x chrome garnish
A bold highlight for your 
AYGO’s distinctive x shaped 
front.

AYGOWhichever your favourite AYGO colour theme, the 
chrome pack’s carefully designed garnishes will 
enhance the appeal even further by adding a 
stylish look of urban sophistication. 

Chrome PACK



Small centre cap 
Different coloured centre 
caps designed exclusively 
for AYGO 15” 10-spoke 
and 15” 5-double-spoke 
alloy wheels:
1. Red Pop
2. Electro Grey
3. Silver Sparkle
4. Bold Black
5. White Flash
6. Dark Blue Twinkle
7. Cyan Splash
8. Orange Twist

Large centre cap rings 
Distinctive coloured rings to fit 
around the centre cap of the 
AYGO 15” 5-spoke alloy wheel:
9.  Red Pop
10.Electro Grey
11.Silver Sparkle
12.Bold Black
13.White Flash
14.Dark Blue Twinkle
15.Cyan Splash
16.Orange Twist
17.Chrome

Large centre caps 
Your choice of coloured centre cap for the 
AYGO 15” 5-spoke alloy wheel:
18. Gloss black with chrome emblem
19. Matt black with chrome emblem
20. Matt black with gloss black emblem
21. Silver with chrome emblem
22. White with chrome emblem
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Great choices for alloy wheels
For details of the full range of 
alloy wheels, pick up an AYGO 
car brochure at your local 
Toyota retailer, visit the 
Toyota website at www.
toyota-europe.com/aygo or 
scan the QR code above.

 Wheel locks 
Made of hardened steel and 
with a rounded profile and 
unique coded key to maximise 
alloy wheel anti-theft 
security. Designed to 
complement your existing 
wheel nuts. 
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WHEEL ACCESSORIES
Your choice of alloy wheels is a great way of expressing personality. The AYGO 
accessory range takes that expression one step further by giving you options 
to add coloured wheel centre caps or cap rings.
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Front-x and front-x-tension 
Both the front-x and 
front-x-tension are shaped to 
integrate with the dynamic 
design of your AYGO. Each is 
available in an exciting range 
of colours.

Diffuser
Your personal choice of a 
coloured diffuser adds even 
more emphasis to the 
distinctive rear design of your 
AYGO.

Colour options
Theme your AYGO with your 
choice of colour for the 
front-x, front-x-tension and 
diffuser: 
1. Dark Blue Twinkle
2. Cyan Splash
3. Bold Black
4. Electro Grey
5. Orange Twist
6. Piano Black*
7. Red Pop
8. Shiny Silver*
9. Silver Sparkle
10.White Flash
*Not available for the  
front-x and diffuser.

Design your own AYGO
Simply scan and follow the 
link to design your own look 
with the exciting AYGO car 
configurator.
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EXTERIOR STYLING
Toyota exterior style accessories add extra design elements to your AYGO’s 
unique fun-loving personality. Whether applied individually or all together, 
each accessory combines with and complements your car’s already great 
looks.
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Roof decoration
To make even more of your 
AYGO’s individuality, you can 
add a colour-matched roof 
decoration to complement 
your coloured front-x, 
front-x-tension and diffuser.

1. Cyan Splash roof
2. Red Pop roof
3. White Flash roof
4. Electro Grey roof
5.  Orange Twist roof
6.  Dark Blue Twinkle roof
7.  Bold Black roof
8.  Silver Sparkle roof

Front and rear bumper liners
Available in Red Pop and  
Shiny Silver.

1. Red Pop
2. Shiny Silver
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Decoration set, roof and fender – Hexagon 
Decoration set, roof and fender – Shield 

Decoration set, roof, bonnet, fender and side – Black stripe 
Decoration set, roof, bonnet, fender and side – White stripe 

Decoration set, roof, bonnet and side – Graphite Decoration set, roof – Carbon 
Decoration set, roof and side – Bloom 
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1-5. Side door garnish
Carefully shaped to integrate 
with your car’s side contours. 
Available in:  
1. Chrome 
2. Piano Black 
3. Shiny Silver 
4. White Flash  
5. Red Pop

6. Front-x chrome garnish
A bold chrome highlight for 
AYGO’s characterful x shaped 
front grille.

7. Lower trunk garnish
A dash of chrome to 
emphasise the crisp clean line 
of the AYGO’s glass hatchback.

8. Fog lamp chrome surround
The chrome surround 
introduces a powerful design 
feature to your AYGO’s fog 
lamps.

7
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Air vent surround
Introduces that final detail to show 
just how much you care about the 
way your car looks.

Centre console 
A coloured centre console 
makes a design feature of the 
AYGO’s display audio and 
environment controls.

Dashboard
Designed to give your car’s interior an extra touch of style. 
Available in a wide choice of colours.

Gear shift surround 
The surround adds to the colour co-ordinated look at the heart 
of your AYGO’s interior.
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INTERIOR STYLING
The range of AYGO interior styling accessories gives you lots of options to 
express your personality. With choices for design and colour you have 
freedom to create a personal space that’s individually tailored to the way you 
like things to be.

Design your own AYGO
Simply scan and follow the 
link to design your own look 
with the exciting AYGO car 
configurator.
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Colour options
Express individuality with 
your choice of colour for the 
centre console, dashboard, 
gear shift surround and air 
vent surrounds:

1. Red Pop
2. Cyan Splash
3. Dark Blue Twinkle
4. Electro Grey
5. Orange Twist
6. White Flash
7. Silver Sparkle
8. Silver White*
9.  Steel Grey
10.Bold Black
*Not available for air vent 
surrounds.
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Aluminium scuff plates – Elegant 
Style and practicality combine. Elegant aluminium scuff plates 
add an extra interior design detail while also protecting door sill 
paintwork against scuffs and scrapes.

Aluminium scuff plates – Premium 
The great looks of the aluminium Premium scuff plates add to 
your AYGO’s stylish interior while also protecting the door sills 
against accidental scuffs and scrapes.
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Toyota Hotspot
Toyota Hotspot effectively turns your car into a mobile WiFi hotspot. It uses a SIM card of your 
choice and, when you’re in a 2G/3G area, connects up to five WiFi capable devices including phones, 
tablets and laptops, and supports in-car interaction between them. Importantly, Toyota Hotspot 
wires directly into the car battery system for a constant power supply

- Purpose designed for in-car use and the special demands of temperature variation and vibration. 

- Automotive design high speed dual antenna enhances mobile reception and minimises doppler  
 problems.

- Open to any GSM operator, therefore allowing you to use a SIM card of your choice. It will accept a  
 dedicated data transfer card and, when travelling abroad, you can fit a local card to avoid roaming  
 charges or enable roaming on your card.

- Over-the-air software updating happens almost automatically.

- User friendly web interface allows personalisation of Toyota Hotspot functions such as the   
 connection parameters.

- Easy to use with a simple on/off switch and coloured diodes to inform of status and activity.

- Securely mounted within your car to avoid trailing wires.

- Free from the technical problems associated with using a smart phone as a hotspot and also the  
 restrictions imposed by internet providers. For example, the Toyota Hotspot does not limit you to  
 just one user surfing the net.

- Covered by a Toyota warranty.

AYGO x-nav 
AYGO x-nav is the ideal upgrade if your car already has the Toyota display audio system and you want 
to add navigation. What is so clever about AYGO x-nav is that it has been created from the beginning 
with the user in mind. Every display is designed for easy operation. Each function satisfies a need.

Wherever your journey takes you, AYGO x-nav will guide you there smoothly and provide plenty of 
extra travel information along the way.

Full map navigation 
Driver friendly full map navigation with displays for signposts, junctions and lane guidance.

Clear guidance 
Turn-by-turn vocal instructions with text to speech through your car’s audio system.

Pan-European 
Navigation coverage of 33 European countries. Instructions in 20 European languages.

Enhanced maps 
Map graphics include 3D effects. When driving at night, the colour balance changes for greater visual 
comfort.

Turn list 
Rather than having the map on screen, instead you can view a list of sequential turns with directional 
indicators. This makes city navigating much easier.

Route planning 
You can plan your route by entering the street, zip code, town or even map co-ordinates.

Drive me home 
Wherever you are, just touch the home icon for fast calculation of the quickest route.

Favourites 
Favourite places and regular destinations can be stored for quick and easy route planning.

Places of interest 
The system can search and notify you of places of interest along your route.

Speed limit and safety camera alerts 
Drive safely with the help of a speed limit display and warning. Alerts tell you fixed safety camera 
locations (in countries where it is legal). 

Touch-screen control 
Easy to use touch-screen controls include map zooming and sliding.

MULTI-MEDIA
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TRANSPORT COMFORT
Toyota transport accessories add flexibility to life with your AYGO. For 
instance, the rear bike holder is so easy to use that you’ll be tempted to take 
your bike everywhere so you can enjoy healthy exercise the moment you 
arrive.

People have different ways of living with their car. 
Toyota comfort accessories add those little details 
that can make a big difference to the pleasure of 
every journey. 

Rear bike holder
The safe way to transport 1 or 
2 bicycles. For extra security, a 
single key locks your bike to 
the carrier and the carrier to 
your car. Includes lights and a 
licence plate holder.

Vertical cargo net
A strong woven black nylon 
net with pockets for holding 
small items securely in the 
trunk.

1
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PROTECTION
Driving the AYGO adds to the fun of modern living. Toyota accessories 
enhance practicality by providing an extra layer of protection inside and out 
to guard against accidental scrapes and keep your car looking in top 
condition.

Small bin / ashtray
Slots neatly into the console 
cup-holder space. The close 
fitting spring-shut lid helps 
contain tobacco odours and 
waste.

1 & 2. Side mouldings
The stylish way to protect 
against minor side panel 
damage. Available in black or 
painted to match your car.

3. Mud flaps 
Especially shaped to prevent 
water, mud and stone chips 
spraying your car. Available 
for the front and rear.

4 & 5. Bumper corner 
protectors 
Ideally positioned on the front 
and rear bumper corners to 
guard against accidental 
scrapes. Available in black. 

6. Trunk liner 
Made of tough flexible plastic 
with a non-slip surface and 
raised edges to protect trunk 
carpets against dirt, sand and 
liquids.
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2 & 3. Touch-up paints   
Available in sticks and aerosols 
for repairing minor paintwork 
blemishes.

4-6. Toyota ProTect* 

Professionally applied Toyota ProTect works at a molecular level to create a protective layer that will help maintain your car’s 
showroom finish for at least 5 years. Separate formulations are available for exterior paintwork, alloy wheels and interior fabrics.

*Contact your local Toyota retailer for details.

4 5 6

1. Car care products   
A complete range of cleaners, 
polishes, oils and fluids is 
available from your local 
Toyota retailer.

1 2 3

9. Rubber floor mats
Extra strong to protect your 
car’s carpets against mud, dirt 
and sand. The driver’s mat has 
safety fixings to hold it firmly 
in place.

Textile floor mats 
Anthracite coloured textile 
floor mats with a choice of 
different colour over-lock 
threads. Featuring non-slip 
safety fixings on the driver’s 
mat.

1. Anthracite
2. White
3. Dark blue
4. Dark grey
5. Orange
6. Red
7. Silver
8. Cyan
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10. Standard floor mats
Hard-wearing textile floor 
mats in a smart anthracite 
colour. The driver’s mat has 
special safety fixings to hold it 
firmly in place.
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BabySafe Plus restraint seat
For babies from birth up to 
around 9 months (to 13 kg). 
Featuring a retractable 
canopy to protect against the 
sun and wind. 

Duo Plus ISOfix restraint 
seat
Designed for children of 
between 9 months and 4 
years (approximately 9 to 18 
kg). ISO fix locking and a top 
tether ensure stability while 
padded wings enhance side 
impact protection.

Kid restraint seat
For children between 4 and 12 
years (approximately 15 to 36 
kg). A booster seat and 
adjustable head-rest add 
flexibility for a growing child. 
Available for either seat belt 
or ISO fix attachment.

SAFETY
Everyone likes to feel safe and secure. The AYGO accessory range reflects the 
need for reassurance by providing personal choices that make life easier, safer 
and much more convenient.

First aid kit and warning 
triangle  
Essential precautions for 
whatever may wait around the 
next corner (items sold 
separately).

Reflecting jacket 
See and be seen is a golden rule of personal safety.

Fog lamps
Fitting Toyota fog lamps to your AYGO enhances illumination of 
the road ahead when driving in bad weather and poor light 
conditions. 

Rear parking aid system 
Even in a car as easy to park as the AYGO, when space is tight, you’ll 
find the guidance given by the Toyota parking aid system a big help in 
avoiding accidental scrapes. Ultrasonic sensors in the rear bumper 
link to an in-car warning beeper that becomes progressively more 
frequent the closer you get to an obstacle. Conveniently, you can 
switch off the beeper when it is not required.

Vehicle security 
The Toyota vehicle security system provides an extra layer of 
protection when your car is parked. It has a powerful alarm to 
complement your car’s pre-fitted immobiliser and, as an 
option, you can include an incline sensor to warn of attempted 
wheel theft and towing-away.

Winter wheels
Especially for use with winter 
tyres. When the weather turns 
you can simply swap between 
the winter wheels and your 
normal alloys to avoid 
expensive tyre changes. 
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GO FUN YOURSELF

Design your own AYGO
Simply scan and follow the 
link to design your own look 
with the exciting AYGO car 
configurator.


